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Indefinite theta series: the case of an N -gon
Jens Funke and Stephen Kudla

∗

To Don Zagier, with our admiration

Abstract: In this note, we provide a construction of the indefi-
nite theta series attached to N -gons in the symmetric space of an
indefinite inner product space of signature (m− 2, 2) following the
suggestions of Section C in the recent paper of Alexandrov, Baner-
jee, Manschot, and Pioline, [2]. We prove the termwise absolute
convergence of the holomorphic mock modular part of these series
and also obtain an interpretation of the coefficients of this part as
linking numbers. Thus, we prove the convergence conjecture of [2]
provided none of the vectors in the collection C = {C1, . . . , CN}
is a null vector. It should be noted that the use of linking num-
bers and a homotopy argument eliminates the need for an explicit
parametrization of a surface S spanning the N -gon that was used
in an essential way in our previous work [4]. We indicate how our
method could be carried over to a more general situation for sig-
nature (m− q, q) where higher homotopy groups are now involved.
In the last section, we apply the method to the case of a dodeca-
hedral cell in the symmetric space of a quadratic form of signature
(m− 3, 3).
Keywords: Indefinite theta series, mock modular forms.

1. Introduction

1.1. Indefinite theta series

The construction of theta series for lattices with indefinite quadratic forms
continues to be a topic of considerable interest. If (L,Q) is a lattice of rank m
with integer valued positive definite quadratic form, the classical theta series

(1.1) θμ(τ) =
∑

x∈μ+L

qQ(x), q = e(τ) = e2πiτ ,
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is termwise absolutely convergent and defines a holomorphic modular form of
weight 1

2m, by Poisson summation. Here τ = u+iv ∈ H, the upper half plane,
and μ ∈ L∨, the dual lattice of L. For a quadratic lattice (L,Q) of signature
(p, q) with pq > 0, the series (1.1) no longer converges in general due to (i)
the presence of lattice vectors x with Q(x) < 0 and (ii) the existence infinitely
many lattice vectors x with a given value Q(x) = n > 0, due, for example, for
the existence of an infinite group ΓL of isometries of L. To handle this case,
the classic construction due to Siegel introduces an auxiliary variable

z ∈ D(V ) := { z ∈ Groq(V ) | Q|z < 0 },

where Groq(V ) is the Grassmannian of oriented q-planes in V = L⊗Z R. The
variable z determines a positive definite inner product

(x, x)z = (x, x) + 2R(x, z), R(x, z) = −(prz(x), prz(x)),

which coincides with ( , ) on z⊥ and with −( , ) on z. Here prz denotes the
orthogonal projection to z. Siegel’s theta series

θμ(τ, z) =
∑

x∈μ+L

e−2πR(x,z)v qQ(x)

is a non-holomorphic modular form of weight 1
2(p − q) in τ and a smooth

function of z ∈ D. There are also ‘geometric’ theta series introduced in [9]
and [10], which are valued in Aq(D), the space of smooth q-forms on D, and
are of weight 1

2(p+ q) in τ . Both these series and Siegel’s are invariant under
the action of an arithmetic subgroup ΓL ⊂ O(V ) on D. As a consequence one
can use the Siegel-type theta series and the geometric theta series as integral
kernel to lift (automorphic) forms for one group to the other. See Section 2
for a more detailed review of these theta series.

Another approach to the construction of indefinite theta series1 involves
restricting the summation to lattice vectors lying in suitable cones on which
the quadratic form takes positive values. When they are termwise absolutely
convergent, such sums define holomorphic functions of τ . The standard holo-
morphic Eisenstein series Ek series can be viewed as such an indefinite theta
series of signature (1, 1) but in general they are rarely modular due to the
lack of a suitable Poisson summation formula. Another non-modular example
for signature (1, 1) was constructed by Zagier in Section 2.3 in [7] in his cel-

1This was suggested by Zagier in conversations with the second author at Mary-
land in the early 1980s.
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ebrated joint work with Hirzebruch where the holomorphic generating series
was completed by a non-holomorphic part to obtain a modular object.

A more systematic understanding of the nature of such series emerged
from the seminal work of Zwegers [16]; for an overview see [15]. In the case of
a quadratic lattice of signature (m−1, 1), suppose that C and C ′ are negative
vectors in V = L ⊗Z R lying in the same component of the light cone, i.e.,
such that (C,C ′) < 0. Then Zwegers considered the series

(1.2) ϑμ(τ, C) =
∑

x∈μ+L

(
sgn((x,C)) − sgn((x,C ′))

)
qQ(x),

and showed that it is termwise absolutely convergent and defines a mock
modular form, i.e., it has a non-holomorphic modular completion of weight
1
2m

ϑ̂μ(τ, C) = ϑμ(τ, C) −
∑

x∈μ+L

(
Ec((x,C)

√
2v) − Ec((x,C ′)

√
2v)

)
qQ(x),

involving the complementary error function Ec(u) = 2 sgn(u)
∫∞
|u| e

−πt2 dt.
Alexandrov, Banerjee, Manschot, and Pioline, [1], established the analog

of Zwegers’ result for signature (m−2, 2). For a collection C = {C1, C2, C3, C4}
of four negative vectors in V satisfying certain conditions, they showed that

ϑ̂μ(τ, C) =
∑

x∈μ+L

4∑
j=1

E2(Cj , Cj+1, x
√

2)qQ(x)

is the non-holomorphic modular completion of the holomorphic generating
series

(1.3) ϑμ(τ, C) =
∑

x∈μ+L

4∑
j=1

sgn(x,Cj) sgn(x,Cj+1)qQ(x).

Here
E2(x; c, c′) =

∫
z
eπ(y−prz(x),y−prz(x)) sgn(y, c) sgn(y, c′) dy,

is the higher error function defined in [1] with z the negative 2-plane spanned
by c and c′ with projection prz(x) onto z and an appropriately normalized
measure dy. In a subsequent paper [2], the authors associate similar gen-
erating series to a collection C = {C1, . . . , CN} of N negative vectors and
conjecture their modularity. Nazaroglu [11] discussed the generalization to
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arbitrary signature (m− q, q), while Raum [13] considered more general pos-
itive polyhedral cones. All these results employ a modularity criterion for
indefinite theta series obtained by Vignéras [12].

It is important to note that the sign functions occurring in the summations
(1.2) and (1.3) actually imply that only terms with Q(x) > 0 contribute.
While this is easy to see in (1.3), it is not at all evident in general.

In [8, 4, 5] we developed a different approach based on the geometric theta
series of Kudla-Millson [9, 10]. Recall that the Kudla-Millson theta series

θμ(τ, ϕKM ) =
∑

x∈L+μ

ϕKM (x, τ)

is a closed differential q-form on the symmetric space D associated to V
which in τ transforms like a modular form of weight m/2. Then for certain
collections C of negative vectors we associate a (compact) q-cell S(C) in D
and consider the integral ∫

S(C)
θμ(τ, ϕKM ),

which inherits the modularity from θμ(τ, ϕKM ). On the other hand, under
certain conditions, we can compute the theta integral explicitly as a combi-
nation of generalized error functions and give a geometric interpretation of
the holomorphic generating series. In particular, we obtained new proofs for
the results obtained in [16], [1], and [11] for ‘cubical’ input data, but we also
established a new result when C gives rise to geodesic q-simplices.

1.2. The case of the N -gon

In the present paper, we consider another type of sign function introduced in
[2]. Suppose that sig(V ) = (m − 2, 2) and that L is a lattice in V such that
with L ⊂ L∨. Let C = {C1, . . . , CN} be a collection of N negative vectors in
V such that the oriented spans zj = [Cj , Cj+1] are negative 2-planes all lying
in the same connected component of D, say D+. This amounts to the set of
conditions

(Cj , Cj) < 0,(1.4)
(Cj , Cj)(Cj+1, Cj+1) − (Cj , Cj+1)2 > 0,(1.5)

(Cj , Cj)(Cj−1, Cj+1) − (Cj , Cj−1)(Cj , Cj+1) < 0,(1.6)

on inner products that we will sometimes refer to as the N-gon conditions.
Here the first two conditions are equivalent to zj being a negative 2-plane,
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while the third ensure that all zj are indeed in the same component of D.
Note that the last of these conditions is equivalent to (−Cj−1⊥j , Cj+1⊥j) < 0,
where for example, adopting the notation of [1],

Cj−1⊥j = Cj−1 −
(Cj−1, Cj)
(Cj , Cj)

Cj

is the projection of Cj−1 to C⊥
j . In particular, the projections −Cj−1⊥j and

Cj+1⊥j lie in the same nap of the light cone in the space Vj := C⊥
j of signature

(m− 2, 1). Thus

(1.7) γj(s) := [Cj , (s− 1)Cj−1 + sCj+1], s ∈ [0, 1],

defines a geodesic curve in D′
Cj

∩ D+ joining zj−1 = [Cj−1, Cj ] and zj =
[Cj , Cj+1]. Here, for a negative vector C ∈ V , D′

C ⊂ D is the set of oriented
negative 2-planes containing C. Then

(1.8) γ(C) =
∑
j

γj

is a closed and piecewise smooth (not necessarily simple) curve in D+ with
the zj ’s as it ‘vertices’. This is the N-gon of the title. Let S = S(C) be any
oriented 2-cell in D+ with boundary γ(C).

For x ∈ V , define the quantities

ε(x; C) :=
N∑
j=1

sgn(x,Cj) sgn(x,Cj+1) − sgn(v, Cj) sgn(v, Cj+1),(1.9)

and

w(C) := −
N∑
j=1

sgn(v, Cj) sgn(v, Cj+1),(1.10)

where v is any negative vector in V . Here sgn(0) = 0. We will see that w(C)
is independent of the choice of v. Note that |ε(x; C)| ≤ 2N .

Our main result concerning the N -gon is the following.

Theorem 1.1. Let C = {C1, . . . , CN} be a collection of vectors satisfying the
N-gon conditions. For μ ∈ L∨/L the series

ϑμ(τ, C) =
∑

x∈μ+L

ε(x; C) qQ(x)
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is termwise absolutely convergent. Its modular completion given by

ϑ̂μ(τ, C) =
∑

x∈μ+L

(
w(C) +

N∑
j=1

E2(Cj , Cj+1, x
√

2)
)
qQ(x)

is a non-holomorphic modular form of weight m
2 . Further,

ϑ̂μ(τ, C) = 4
∫
S
θμ(τ, ϕKM ).

For N = 4 we will see below that one always has w(C) = 0, and one
recovers the main result of [1] which was also considered in [8]. For triangles
(N = 3) one has w(C) = 1, and this is a very special case of the results in [5].
In general, we show −N +4 ≤ w(C) ≤ N − 2 and w(C) ≡ −N (mod 4). The
invariant w(C) is somewhat curious, and we discuss some of its properties in
section 6.

For general N , this establishes the convergence conjecture made in [2]
while also clarifying the role of the constant w(C). Finally, our proof will
show that, as before, in the generating series ϑμ(τ, C) for the signs ε(x; C)
only terms with Q(x) > 0 contribute.

Remark 1.2. One can also consider a collection C = {C1, . . . , CN} of N
vectors in V satisfying (1.4) and (1.5), omitting the condition (1.6). In this
case, the oriented negative 2-planes zj = [Cj , Cj+1] need not all lie in the
same component of D. The analogue of Theorem 1.1 for such more general
collections is Theorem 3.4 where the jumps between components are taken
into account.

As in our prior work, this result is obtained by computing the integral
of the geometric theta kernel over the oriented 2-cell S with boundary γ(C).
Since S is compact, this integral can be computed termwise, so the key is to
compute the local theta integral

I0(x, C) =
∫
S
ϕ0
KM (x)

for x ∈ V and the Schwartz 2-form used to construct the theta kernel. Further
note that since ϕKM is closed the integral does not depend on the choice of S.

The result given in Theorem 3.1 involves some new ideas. In our previous
work, we needed to impose some additional conditions on C which ensured
that we could explicitly parameterized the cell S. In this paper, we intro-
duce a very general homotopy argument which allows to compute the local
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theta integral. Furthermore, the argument also shows that Fourier coefficients
ε(x; C) of the holomorphic generating series ϑμ(τ, C) can be interpreted as the
linking number between the curve γ(C) and a divisor Dx in D.

The conjecture made in [2] allows for the C’s to be rationally null. While
we do not consider this case in this paper, we give an example, Theorem 6.6,
where we explain that previous work of the first author [3] realizes Zagier’s
Eisenstein series [14, 7] as indefinite theta series associated to signature (1, 2)!
For an outline approach to the general null vector case, see Remark 6.7.

In Section 7, we outline how the results of this paper can be extended to
general signature (m− q, q), and in Section 8 we carry this out explicitly for
q = 3 for a geodesic dodecahedron. The cases of a cube and a tetrahedron
were discussed in [5], while other solids can be covered by our methods as
well.

2. Some machinery

In this section, we review some of the basic machinery involved in the con-
struction of indefinite theta series.

2.1. Non-holomorphic theta series

Let (V, ( , )) be an inner product space over R of signature (p, q) with pq > 0,
and let

D = D(V ) := { z ∈ Groq(V ) | Q|z < 0 }
be the space of oriented negative q-planes in V . Note that D has two com-
ponents D±. Here Q(x) = 1

2(x, x). For z ∈ D and x ∈ V , the associated
majorant is

(x, x)z = (x, x) + 2R(x, z), R(x, z) = −(prz(x), prz(x)).

The Siegel Gaussian is

ϕ0(x) = ϕ0(x, z) = e−π(x,x)z = e−π(x,x) ϕ0
0(x), ϕ0

0(x) = e−2πR(x,z).

There is also a Schwartz form, see [9],

ϕKM (x) = e−π(x,x) ϕ0
KM (x)

valued in Aq(D), the space of smooth q-forms on D. These forms are equiv-
ariant with respect to the natural action of the orthogonal group G = O(V ):

ϕ0 ∈ [S(V ) ⊗ A0(D) ]G, ϕKM ∈ [S(V ) ⊗ Aq(D) ]G.
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Moreover ϕKM (x) is closed, dϕKM (x) = 0. With respect to the Weil represen-
tation action of the metaplectic group S̃L2(R) on the Schwartz space S(V ),
the functions ϕ0 and ϕKM are eigenfunctions of weights 1

2(p− q) and 1
2(p+q)

respectively for the subgroup S̃O(2).
If V = L⊗R for a quadratic lattice L with dual lattice L∨ ⊃ L, then the

(non-holomorphic) theta series for μ ∈ L∨ and τ = u + iv ∈ H,

θμ(τ, ϕ0) =
∑

x∈L+μ

qQ(x) ϕ0
0(v

1
2x), q = e(τ),

and
θμ(τ, ϕKM ) =

∑
x∈L+μ

qQ(x) ϕ0
KM (v

1
2x),

have modular transformations of weights 1
2(p− q) and 1

2(p + q) respectively.
The second of these defines a closed q-form on D, invariant with respect to
the discriminant group

ΓL = {γ ∈ O(V ) | γL = L, γ|L∨/L = id }.

More details can be found in Section 2 of [5].

2.2. Subspaces of D

There are sub-symmetric spaces of D attached non-null vectors in V as fol-
lows.

If x ∈ V is a nonzero vector, let

(2.1) Dx = { z ∈ D | x ∈ z⊥ } = { z ∈ D | R(x, z) = 0 }.

This space is only non-empty if (x, x) > 0, and in that case can be identified
with the the space D(Vx) of oriented negative q-planes in Vx = x⊥. Note that
sig(Vx) = (p− 1, q) so that Dx has codimension q in D.

Similarly, for a non-zero vector x, let

(2.2) D′
x = { z ∈ D | x ∈ z } = { z ∈ D | (x, x)z = (x, x) }.

This space is non-empty if and only if (x, x) < 0, in which case sig(Vx) =
(p, q − 1). Then there is an isomorphism

D(Vx)
∼−→ D′

x, ζ �→ [x, ζ],
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where, for an oriented q − 1-plane ζ in Vx, [x, ζ] is the oriented q-plane in
V spanned by x and ζ with the orientation induced by prepending x to a
properly oriented basis for ζ. Note that D′

x has codimension p in D.
In the case of main interest to us where sig(V ) = (m− 2, 2), the Dx’s for

positive vectors x will have complex codimension 1 in the hermitian symmetric
space D and the cycles D′

x for negative vectors x will be hyperbolic spaces of
real dimension m− 2, fixed points of anti-holomorphic involutions of D.

3. The main result

We now consider the construction proposed in [2], and suppose that sig(V ) =
(m− 2, 2) and that L is a lattice in V such that with L ⊂ L∨. Our version of
the ABMP data is a collection C = {C1, . . . , CN} of N vectors in V satisfying
the N -gon conditions (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6) and hence defining an N -gon γ(C)
in D+. Let S = S(C) be an oriented 2-chain in D+ with boundary γ(C) and
let

I0(x, C) =
∫
S
ϕ0
KM (x)

be the integral of the 2-form ϕ0
KM (x) over S. Since ϕ0

KM (x) is closed, this
integral does not depend on the choice of S. We will refer to it as the local
theta integral. Our main result is the following.

Theorem 3.1. (i) The local theta integral is given explicitly by

4 I0(x; C) = w(C) +
N∑
j=1

E2(Cj , Cj+1, x
√

2),

where, for a pair of negative vectors c1 and c2, E2(c1, c2;x) is the generalized
error function defined in [1] and w(C) is defined by (1.10).
(ii) Let

Φ(x; C) := lim
r→∞

I0(rx, C).

Then

4 Φ(x; C) = w(C) +
N∑
j=1

sgn(x,Cj) sgn(x,Cj+1) = ε(x; C).

(iii) For x ∈ V , recall that Dx = { z ∈ D | x ∈ z⊥ }. Then

Φ(x; C) �= 0 =⇒ Dx ∩ S �= ∅.
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In particular, for x �= 0, Φ(x; C) �= 0 implies that (x, x) > 0, since Dx is
non-empty.
(iv) Suppose that (x, x) > 0. The cycle Dx ⊂ D has complex codimension 1
and the space D+ −Dx ∩D+ is a punctured disk bundle over the contractible
space Dx. In particular,

(3.1) π1(D+ −Dx ∩D+) = Z,

canonically. Suppose that x is regular with respect to C, i.e., (x,Cj) �= 0 for
all j. Then,

(a) 4 Φ(x; C) ∈ Z,
(b) the closed loop γ(C) lies in D+ −Dx ∩D+, and,
(c) under the identification (3.1), its homotopy class is given by 4 Φ(x; C).

(v) The constant w(C) is independent of the choice of negative vector v.
Moreover, |w(C)| ≤ N − 2 and w(C) ≡ −N mod 4.

Remark 3.2. (a) For x regular with respect to C, we can view 4 Φ(x; C) as
the linking number of the cycles γ(C) and Dx.
(b) The fact that w(C) does not depend on the choice of the negative vector
seems to be a deeper result. At least we do not know a direct geometric proof.
(c) Once the independence of the choice of negative vector is known, the other
conditions on w(C) given in (v) are immediate. Indeed, for a negative vector v
with (v, C1) = 0, at least 2 terms in (1.10) vanish so that |w(C)| ≤ N−2. On
the other hand, we can always take v so that all the inner products (v, Cj) �= 0
for all j, and so −w(C) is the sum of successive products of a collection of
N non-zero signs and hence −w(C) ≡ N mod 4.
(d) In Section 6, we will show by examples that all values of w(C) subject to
the conditions in (v) occur for some choice of C, cf. (6.9).

Corollary 3.3. For μ ∈ L∨/L the series

ϑμ(τ, C) =
∑

x∈μ+L

ε(x; C) qQ(x)

is termwise absolutely convergent. Its modular completion is given by

ϑ̂μ(τ, C) =
∑

x∈μ+L

(
w(C) +

N∑
j=1

E2(Cj , Cj+1, x
√

2)
)
qQ(x)

and
ϑ̂μ(τ, C) = 4

∫
S
θμ(τ, ϕKM ).
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The weight m
2 modular transformation behavior of ϑ̂μ(τ, C) follows immedi-

ately from that of the theta form.

Proof. The termwise absolute convergence follows from the argument in sec-
tion 4.6 of [8]. Recall that the key point is that there is a positive definite inner
product ( , )S on V such that (x, x)z ≥ (x, x)S for all z ∈ S and all x ∈ V ,
cf. Lemma 4.11 of [8]. On the other hand, if x ∈ V with Φ(x; C) �= 0, there
exists a point z0 ∈ S ∩ Dx, and at such a point (x, x) = (x, x)z0 ≥ (x, x)S .
Thus ∑

x∈μ+L

|Φ(x; C)| e−πv(x,x) ≤ 1
2N

∑
x∈μ+L

e−πv(x,x)S

converges, since |Φ(x; C)| is bounded by 1
2N .

The theta form

θμ(τ, ϕKM ) =
∑

x∈μ+L

ϕ0
KM (v

1
2x) qQ(x)

is termwise integrable over the compact 2-chain S. By (i) of Theorem 3.1,
this integral is the given expression ϑ̂μ(τ, C).

3.1. A slight extension

One can also consider a collection C = {C1, . . . , CN} of N vectors in V sat-
isfying (1.4) and (1.5), but omitting (1.6). In this case zj = [Cj−1, Cj ] is a
negative 2-plane, but the zj ’s need not lie in the same component of D. Let
z∗j = [Cj ,−Cj+1], so that the negative 2-planes zj and z∗j coincide but have
opposite orientations and hence lie on different components of D. Let

νj :=
{

+1 if zj and zj+1 lie in the same component of D,
−1 if zj and zj+1 lie in different components of D.

Then

−νj−1 = sgn
(

(Cj , Cj)(Cj−1, Cj+1) − (Cj , Cj−1)(Cj , Cj+1)
)
,

so that condition (1.6) on C is equivalent to the condition that νj = +1 for
all j. To obtain an N -gon, we follow the path connecting successive points in
the same component as z1, using zj or z∗j as needed. Note that

(3.2) 1 =
N∏
j=1

νj .
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It is easily checked that the resulting path γ(C) is given by

(3.3) [C1, C2] −→ [C2, ν1C3] −→ [C3, ν1ν2C4] −→ . . .

· · · −→ [CN−1, ν1 . . . νN−2CN ] −→ [CN , ν1 . . . νN−1C1] −→ [C1, ν1 . . . νN C2]
= [C1, C2].

Of course, if condition (1.6) is satisfied so that νj = 1 for all j, then this is
the N -gon considered before. Note that now

(3.4) γj(s) = [Cj , (s− 1) ν1 . . . νj−2Cj−1 + s ν1 . . . νj−1Cj+1].

Let S = S(C) be an oriented 2-chain in D+ with boundary γ(C).
We let

νj = ν1 . . . νj−1

ε(x, C) =
N∑
j=1

νj

(
sgn(x,Cj) sgn(x,Cj+1) − sgn(v, Cj) sgn(v, Cj+1)

)
,

and

w(C) = −
N∑
j=1

νj sgn(v, Cj) sgn(v, Cj+1).

The following result extends Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 when condi-
tion (1.6) is dropped. Its proof, which we omit, is the same, using the paths
(3.4) and keeping track of the extra signs νj in the calculation.

Theorem 3.4. Suppose that C = {C1, . . . , CN} is a collection of vectors
satisfying (1.4) and (1.5). Then the series

ϑμ(τ, C) =
∑

x∈μ+L

ε(x; C) qQ(x)

is termwise absolutely convergent. Its modular completion given by

ϑ̂μ(τ, C) =
∑

x∈μ+L

(
w(C) +

N∑
j=1

νj E2(Cj , Cj+1, x
√

2)
)
qQ(x)

has weight m
2 . Further,

ϑ̂μ(τ, C) = 4
∫
S
θμ(τ, ϕKM ).
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3.2. Comparison with [2]

We finish this section by explaining the relation to the setup of [2]. As in
section C of [2], suppose that N is even and consider a collection of vectors
C′ = {C ′

1, . . . , C
′
N} satisfying the conditions

(C ′
j , C

′
j) < 0(3.5)

(C ′
j , C

′
j)(C ′

j+1, C
′
j+1) − (C ′

j , C
′
j+1)2 > 0(3.6)

(C ′
j , C

′
j)(C ′

j−1, C
′
j+1) − (C ′

j , C
′
j−1)(C ′

j , C
′
j+1) > 0.(3.7)

Here we have excluded the case of null vectors and have kept in mind the fact
that our inner product is the negative of the one in [2]. Note that the left
side of the third condition is (C ′

j , C
′
j)(C ′

j−1⊥j , C
′
j+1⊥j), so that this condition

is equivalent to (C.10) in [2]. The first two conditions are unchanged if the
C ′

j ’s are changed by signs. If we let

(3.8) C = {C ′
1, C

′
2,−C ′

3,−C ′
4, C

′
5, . . . , (−1)N/2−1C ′

N},

then the collection C = {C1, . . . , CN} satisfies our conditions above, i.e., the
sign in the third condition is reversed. Of course, the transformation (3.8)
can be reversed to yield ABMP type collections from ours. Thus, our results
can be applied to prove the conjecture in section C of [2], provided all of the
vectors C ′

j are timelike, i.e., non-null. We have kernel

4 Φ(x; C) = w(C) +
N∑
j=1

(−1)j−1sgn(x,C ′
j) sgn(x,C ′

j+1)

and

w(C) = −
N∑
j=1

(−1)j−1sgn(v, C ′
j) sgn(v, C ′

j+1)

for any negative vector v.
Note that our answer differs slightly from, and corrects, what was pro-

posed in [2].
The termwise absolute convergence goes over immediately to the case

where the kernel is
Φ(x, P ; C) = P (x)Φ(x; C)

where P (x) is a function of at most polynomial growth. Also recall that it
is shown in [2] that the case of odd N follows from the case of N -even. It
remains to remove the restriction that all the C ′

j ’s are non-null.
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4. Proofs

We begin by considering what happens on the regular set

Reg(C) = V \
⊔
j

Vj , Vj = C⊥
j ,

and write γ = γ(C). If x is regular with respect to C, then Dx ∩ γ is empty,
because every point of γ has the form [Cj , �] and hence is not in Dx since
(x,Cj) �= 0.

Recall from Lemma 5.1 (ii) of [5], that on the set D −Dx, we have

ϕ0
KM (x) = dΨ0

KM (x),

for an explicit 1-form Ψ0
KM (x). For x regular with respect to C, so that γ is

contained in D −Dx, let

J0(x; C) :=
∫
γ
Ψ0

KM (x).

Note that, from the formula for Ψ0
KM (x) on the set D − Dx, cf. (5.9) and

(5.6) in Section 5 of [5],

(4.1) lim
r→∞

Ψ0
KM (rx) = 0.

and hence

(4.2) lim
r→∞

J0(rx, C) = 0.

For any x (not necessarily regular), recall that we defined

(4.3) Φ(x, C) = lim
r→∞

I0(rx, C).

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that Dx ∩ S = ∅. Then the limit (4.3) exists and is
equal to 0.

Proof. If Dx ∩ S is empty, Ψ0
KM (x) is smooth on γ,

I0(x, C) = J0(x, C),

by Stokes, and
lim
r→∞

I0(rx, C) = lim
r→∞

J0(rx, C) = 0.
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Corollary 4.2. If Φ(x, C) �= 0, then Dx ∩ S �= ∅.
Here the condition Φ(x, C) �= 0 includes the possibility that the limit does

not exist.
Now the analogue of the computations in [8] and [5] yields the following.

Proposition 4.3. For x ∈ Reg(C),

J0(x, C) =
∫
γ
Ψ0

KM (x) = 1
4

N∑
j=1

(
E2(Cj , Cj+1, x

√
2)−sgn(x,Cj) sgn(x,Cj+1)

)
.

Proof. Using the formulas from [5], we have∫
γ
Ψ0

KM (x)

=
∑
j

∫
γj

Ψ0
KM (x)

= −
∑
j

√
2 (x,Cj)

∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,Cj)2

∫
γj

ϕ
Vj ,0
KM (tx⊥Cj ) dt

= −
∑
j

√
2 (x,Cj)

∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,Cj)2I0(−Cj−1⊥j , Cj+1⊥j ; tx⊥j) dt

= −1
2
∑
j

(
√

2x,Cj)

×
∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,Cj)2[ E1(Cj+1⊥j , tx⊥j

√
2) + E1(Cj−1⊥j , tx⊥j

√
2)

]
dt

= 1
4

⎡
⎣∑

j

E2(Cj , Cj+1;x
√

2) −
∑
j

sgn(Cj , x) sgn(Cj+1, x)

⎤
⎦ .

Here in the first step we use the relation of Corollary 6.3,

κ∗
jΨ0

KM (x) = −
√

2 (x,Cj)
∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,Cj)2ϕ

Vj ,0
KM (tx⊥Cj ) dt,

where we write κj : D(Vj) −→ D(V ) for the standard embedding. This
reduces the integral along γj in D′

Cj
to the integral yielding Zwegers’ identity.

In the last step, we use the recursion formula of Proposition 7.3 of [5]. Recall,
that C = |(C,C)|− 1

2C.

Proposition 4.4. For x ∈ Reg(C), the limit (4.3) defining Φ(x; C) exists and

I0(x; C) = Φ(x; C) + J0(x; C)
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= Φ(x; C) + 1
4

N∑
j=1

(
E2(Cj , Cj+1, x

√
2) − sgn(x,Cj) sgn(x,Cj+1)

)
.

Corollary 4.5. On the regular set Reg(C), the quantity

Φ(x; C) − 1
4

N∑
j=1

sgn(x,Cj) sgn(x,Cj+1)

is the restriction of the continuous function

I0(x; C) − 1
4

N∑
j=1

E2(Cj , Cj+1, x
√

2)

on V .

Proof of Proposition 4.4. The point is the following result, which reinvents
the wheel.

Lemma 4.6. For x regular with respect to C and for r > 0, the difference

I0(rx; C) − J0(rx; C), r > 0,

is independent of r. In particular, the limit (4.3) exits due to (4.2).

Proof. From the definition, cf. Section 5 of [5] and with the scaling by r
1
2

used there, we have

Ψ0
KM (r

1
2x) = −

∫ ∞

1
ψ0
KM (t

1
2 r

1
2x) t−1 dt

= −
∫ ∞

r
ψ0
KM (t

1
2x) t−1 dt,

where ψ0
KM (x) is the Schwartz 1-form defined in (5.6) of [5]. Then

∂

∂r
Ψ0

KM (r
1
2x) = r−1 ψ0

KM (r
1
2x).

Recall that, for R(x, z) = |(prz(x), prz(x))|,

ψ0(t
1
2x) =

(
form valued polynomial in t

1
2x

)
· e−2πtR(x,z),

so that the integral only makes sense when R(x, z) > 0, i.e., on D−Dx, and
the exponential decay (4.1) holds on this set. On the other hand, by (i) of
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Lemma 5.1, we have

r
∂

∂r
ϕ0
KM (r

1
2x)) = dψ0

KM (r
1
2x).

Thus,

r
∂

∂r

(
I0(r

1
2x;S) − J0(r

1
2x;S)

)
=

∫
S
r
∂

∂r
ϕ0
KM (r

1
2x) −

∫
∂S

r
∂

∂r
Ψ0

KM (r
1
2x)

=
∫
S
dψ0

KM (r
1
2x) −

∫
∂S

ψ0(r
1
2x)

= 0.

This proves the proposition.

A crucial property of the form ϕ0
KM (x) is the following, whose proof will

be given in the next section.

Proposition 4.7. For x regular with respect to C, 4 Φ(x, C) is in Z.

On the regular set, by Proposition 4.4, we have the identity

I0(x; C) − 1
4

N∑
j=1

E2(Cj , Cj+1, x
√

2) = Φ(x; C) − 1
4

N∑
j=1

sgn(x,Cj) sgn(x,Cj+1).

(4.4)

The left hand side here is a continuous function on all of V , while, by Propo-
sition 4.7, the right side lies in 1

4Z and hence is locally constant on the regular
set. Thus, the left hand side of (4.4) is constant on V . Computing the right
hand side on any negative vector v in Reg(C) and noting that Dv is empty
so that Φ(v; C) = 0, we obtain the constant

−1
4

N∑
j=1

sgn(v, Cj) sgn(v, Cj+1) = 1
4 w(C).

In particular, this value is independent of the choice of v, as claimed.
Thus, we have

4 I0(x; C) = w(C) +
N∑
j=1

E2(Cj , Cj+1, x
√

2),
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valid for all x in V , as claimed in (i) of Theorem 3.1. Using this expression,
we see that

4 Φ(x; C) = w(C) +
N∑
j=1

sgn(x,Cj) sgn(x,Cj+1)

for all x in V . This completes the proof of parts (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theo-
rem 3.1. Part (iv) will be proved in the next section.

5. Proof of Proposition 4.7

Let D+ be the component of D containing γ = γ(C) and let D+
x = Dx ∩D+.

Let Tν be the tube of radius ν around the cycle D+
x in D+, and take ν small

enough so that Tν is bounded away from γ(C). In particular, γ lies in D+−Tν .
Note that, for ν sufficiently small, Tν −D+

x is a punctured disk bundle over
the contractible space D+

x . Taking a point ζ0 ∈ γ as base point, we have

π1(D+ − Tν , ζ0) = π1(D+ −D+
x , ζ0) � Z.

More explicitly, let D∨
x,z0 be the complementary cycle to D+

x through a point
z0 ∈ D+

x . Here recall that D+
x is the fixed point locus of the involution σx :

D+ −→ D+ induced by reflection in the subspace Vx = x⊥. Then D∨
x,z0 is the

fixed point locus of the involution σx ◦ θz0 where θz0 is the Cartan involution
at z0. Alternatively, D∨

x,z0 is one component of the cycle associated to the
subspace

V ∨
x,z0 = z0 + Rx

of V of signature (1, 2). Since D+ is the union of the cycles D∨
x,z0 as z0 runs

over D+
x , we choose z0 so that our base point ζ0 lies in D∨

x,z0 . We choose an
isomorphism D∨

x,z0 � H with z0 �→ i so that Tν ∩D∨
x,z0 maps to a small disk

about i. The image in H of the base point ζ0 lies outside of this disk and
we choose a disk Δi in H centered at i and passing through this image. A
generator of π1(D+ −Tν , ζ0) is then given by the image γx,z0,ζ0 in D+ −Tν of
the (counterclockwise) boundary of Δi.

Our piecewise smooth loop γ(C) in D+ − Tν passes through ζ0 and is
homotopic to an integer multiple k of γx,z0,ζ0 . Moreover, the homotopy can
be realized as a piecewise smooth oriented 2-chain h in D − Tν , i.e.,

∂h = γ(C) − k · γx,z0,ζ0 .

Let Sx,z0 be the image of Δi in D∨
x,z0 ⊂ D+. We may then take
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S = h + k · Sx,z0 ,

so that
I0(x; C) =

∫
h
ϕ0
KM (x) + k ·

∫
Sx,z0

ϕ0
KM (x).

Now R(x, z) is uniformly bounded away from 0 on D+ − Tν , and so

lim
r→∞

∫
h
ϕ0
KM (rx) = 0.

Claim. On the other hand,

lim
r→∞

∫
Sx,z0

ϕ0
KM (rx) =

∫
D∨

x,z0

ϕ0
KM (x) = 1

4 ,

by the Thom form property of ϕ0
KM (x), [9], [10]. Thus

(5.1) 4 Φ(x; C) = k.

To justify the limit, note that∫
Sx,z0

ϕ0
KM (rx) =

∫
D∨

x,z0

ϕ0
KM (rx) −

∫
D∨

x,z0−Sx,z0

ϕ0
KM (rx).

But R(x, z) is bounded below by some R0, uniformly for z ∈ D+−Tν and the
second integral here decays at least like C exp(−πr2 1

2R0) as r goes to infinity.
On the other hand, by Proposition 6.2 of [10], we have

∫
D∨

x,z0

ϕ0
KM (rx) = 1

4 .

Note that the integral in [10] is taken over both connected components,
whereas our domain of integration D∨

x,z0 is connected.

Remark. The formula (5.1) gives a nice explanation of the integer 4 Φ(x; C).

6. Examples: signature (1, 2)

We now consider the case where (V,Q) is the quadratic space of traceless 2×2
matrices with the quadratic form Q(X) = det(X). The corresponding bilinear
form (X, Y ) = −tr(XY ) has signature is (1, 2). There are identifications

H± ∼−→ H± ∼−→ D = D(V )
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where H± = C− R and H± = {X ∈ V | Q(X) = 1 } given by

z = x + iy �→ X(z) = y−1
(
−x |z|2
−1 x

)
, X �→ X⊥ = z,

where a basis u0, u1 for the negative 2-plane X⊥ is properly oriented if X ∧
u0∧u1 ∈ ∧3(V )+. Here we orient V by choosing the ordered orthogonal basis

e1 =
(

1
−1

)
, e2 =

(
1

−1

)
, e3 =

(
−1

−1

)

and taking
∧3(V )+ = R>0 ·e1∧e2∧e3. The components of H± are determined

by X ∈ H± if sgn(X, e1) = ±1. The inverse of the second isomorphism is given
as follows. If u0, u1 is an orthogonal basis for the negative 2-plane z, take
a vector X ∈ z⊥ with Q(X) = 1 and such that X ∧ u0 ∧ u1 ∈ ∧3(V )+.
Explicitly, if u0 = u10e1 + u20e2 + u30e3 and u1 = u11e1 + u21e2 + u31e3, the
vector X is given by the hyperbolic cross product

X = u0×u1 = (u20u31−u30u21) e1+(u10u31−u30u11) e2−(u10u21−u20u11) e3.

(Note the signs for the second and third component).
Vectors X ∈ V with Q(X) �= 0 define cycles in D by

DX = {z ∈ D | X ∈ z⊥ }, if Q(X) > 0,

and

cX = {z ∈ D | X ∈ z }, if Q(X) < 0,

so that DX is a union of two points D±
X and cX is a union of two geodesic c±X ,

one in each component of D. Note that DX determines the positive line R ·X
when Q(X) > 0, and cX determines the negative line R ·X when Q(X) < 0.
In the later case R · X is the intersection of any two distinct points on cX ,
viewed as negative 2-planes.

These cycles can be described in H± in a familiar classical way. For

X =
(

b 2c
−2a −b

)
=: [a, b, c], −Q(X) = b2 − 4ac,

we have

(X,X(z)) = 2
y
(a|z|2 + bx + c)
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and

R(X, z) = −(prz(X), prz(X)) = 2
y2 |az

2 + bz + c|2.

Then

DX = −b

2a ± i
√
d

2a , if Q(X) > 0

and
cX = { z ∈ H±; a|z|2 + bRe(z) + c = 0 }, if Q(X) < 0.

Note that c+X separates D+ � H+ into two components. We orient the cycle
by asserting that the component given by (X(z), X) > 0 lies to the left of
the geodesic and the one given by (X(z), X) < 0 to the right. Hence for
X = [a, b, c] with a �= 0 as above, c+X is a semi-circle in D+ oriented clockwise
when a > 0 and the vertical geodesic arising from X = [0, b, c] gives for b > 0
the oriented half line (− c

b + i∞,− c
b).

Given two points z1, z2 in the same component of H±, say H+, the unique
geodesic c12 containing both points arises from the negative vector

Y (z1, z2) := X(z1) ×X(z2) = 1
y1y2

(
1
2(|z1|2 − |z2|2) x1|z2|2 − x2|z1|2

x1 − x2
1
2(|z2|2 − |z1|2)

)
.

Indeed, this negative vector is orthogonal to both X(z1) and X(z2) and hence
lies in z1 and in z2, so that z1 and z2 both lie on c12. Moreover, c12 is oriented
so that it runs from z1 to z2. By SL2(R) equivariance, it suffices to check for
z1 = i and z2 = ir, r > 0 and this case is immediate.

Now suppose that we have three distinct points z1, z2 and z3 in H+

and hence geodesic arcs c12 and c23 associated to Y12 = X(z1)×X(z2) and
Y23 = X(z2)×X(z3). The negative vectors Y12 and Y23 both lie in z2 ∈ D+

so that it is natural to ask if [Y12, Y23] is a properly oriented basis.

Lemma 6.1. The cross product of Y12 and Y23 is given by

(6.1)
(
X(z1)×X(z2)

)
×
(
X(z2)×X(z3)

)
= α(z1, z2, z3)X(z2).

where

(6.2) α(z1, z2, z3) = x1(|z2|2 − |z3|2) + x2(|z3|2 − |z1|2) + x3(|z1|2 − |z2|2)
2y1y2y3

.
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In particular,

(6.3) z2 = [X(z1)×X(z2), X(z2)×X(z3)] ⇐⇒ α(z1, z2, z3) > 0.

Moreover, α(z1, z2, z3) > 0 if and only if the geodesics associated to X(z1) ×
X(z2) and X(z2) ×X(z3) perform a left turn at z2.

Remark 6.2. For example, for z1 = i, z2 = ir and z3 = x+iy, the expression
in the lemma is x(1 − r2)/2ry so that, if r > 1, the expression is positive for
x < 0 (left turn) and negative for x > 0 (right turn).

Here is a recipe for recovering N -gon data C = {C1, . . . , CN } from a
geodesic N -gon in H � D+ with vertices Z = { z1, . . . , zN }. The geodesic
arc in D+ containing zj−1 = [Cj−1, Cj ] and zj = [Cj , Cj+1] is c+Cj

, while that
containing zj and zj+1 = [Cj+1, Cj+2] is c+Cj+1

. These arcs must be distinct
since otherwise the vectors Cj and Cj+1 would be collinear, whereas they
span the 2-plane zj . Also, if zj ∈ H corresponds to zj ∈ D+, then Cj must
be proportional to Yj−1j = X(zj−1)×X(zj) since they determine the same
geodesic arc. As observed earlier, the geometry does not change if the vectors
in C are scaled independently by positive constants. Up to such a scaling, we
may then write Cj = εjYj−1j for some signs εj = ±1. Also notice that at
each vertex zj , either a left or a right turn in made, since successive arcs are
distinct. Let τj = +1 for a left turn and −1 for a right turn. It then follows
from Lemma 6.1 that

zj = [Yj−1j , τjYjj+1] = [εjCj , τjεj+1Cj+1] = [Cj , Cj+1],

so that

(6.4) εj+1 = εjτj .

Also note that the geometry does not change if all Cj are scaled by −1. Thus,
we may assume that ε1 = 1 and conclude that, for j ≥ 2,

(6.5) εj =
∏

1≤i≤j−1
τi.

Note that the crucial fact is that the chain of geodesics must close up, so that

zN = [CN , C1] = [YN−1N , τNYN,1] = [εNCN , τN ε1C1].

Since ε1 = 1, this amounts to the total turning condition
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(6.6)
N∏
j=1

τj = 1.

Thus, we have the following recovery recipe.

Proposition 6.3. (i) Let Z = { z1, . . . , zN } be the set of vertices of an
N-gon in H � D+ defined by a collection C = {C1, . . . , CN }. Then the
geodesic arcs joining successive vertices are distinct and, up to admissible
scaling, Cj = εjX(zj−1)×X(zj) where εj is determined by the turning signs
τj via (6.5).
(ii) Suppose that Z = { z1, . . . , zN } is an ordered set of N points in H with
no three consecutive points collinear. Let

Cj = εjX(zj−1)×X(zj),

where εj is defined by (6.5) such that the total turning condition (6.6) is
satisfied. Then the collection

C = {C1, . . . , CN }

satisfies the N-gon conditions and the associated N-gon has vertices zj.

Proof. It remains to check that the collection C in part (ii) satisfies the N -
gon conditions. The cross product is equivariant for the action of SL2(R), i.e.,
(g · A)×(g ·B) = g · (A×B). Since

α(i, ir, x + iy) = (2ry)−1 x (1 − r2),

the requirements that the zj ’s give rise to distinct successive geodesics imply
that α(zj−1, zj , zj+1) �= 0 for all j and hence Cj×Cj+1 is a nonzero multiple of
X(zj). Thus, [Cj , Cj+1] is a negative 2-plane. We must still check the condition

(6.7) (Cj , Cj)(Cj−1, Cj+1) − (Cj , Cj−1)(Cj , Cj+1) < 0,

where we note that
εj−1εj+1 = τj−1τj .

By equivariance, it suffices to consider the sequence of 4 points

{zj−2, zj−1, zj , zj+1} = { i, ir, x + iy, x′ + iy′ }

with r > 1. The turning signs are then

τj−1 = sgn(α(i, ir, x + iy)) = sgn(x(1 − r2))
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τj = sgn(α(ir, x + iy, x′ + iy′)) = sgn(r2(x′ − x) + x|z′|2 − x′|z|2).

The quantity on the left side of (6.7) is then τj−1τj times

(2r3y3y′)−1(1 − r2)x (r2 + |z|2)(r2(x− x′) + x′|z|2 − x|z′|2),

so that condition (6.7) holds!

Remark 6.4. Note that the condition (6.6) in the characterization of the N-
gons arising from collections C precludes configurations with an odd number
of right turns. For example, a triangle with edges oriented clockwise cannot
arise. However, if the N-gon defined by Z = { z1, . . . , zN } has an even num-
ber of left turns one can simply swap the orientation of the N-gon to obtain
an ‘admissible’ collection C, and the indefinite theta series to the surface S
associated to Z will be the negative of the one associated to C. This takes
care of N odd. On the other hand, for N even it is easy to construct an N-
gon with (N − 1) left turns and one right turn. In that case Theorem 3.4
applies, whose formula also can be easily shown directly as follows. The right
turn occurs at zN then use another negative vector C ′

N to geodesically cut-
off the right turn close to ZN to bisect S into a (clockwise oriented) trian-
gle formed by {CN , C1, C

′
N}and an ‘admissible’ (N + 1)-gon obtained from

{C1, . . . , CN , C
′
N}. Then combining the two indefinite theta series gives the

one given in Theorem 3.4.

Next, we consider the invariant

w(C) = −
∑
j

sgn((e2, Cj)) sgn((e2, Cj+1)).

Note that
(e2, Y (z1, z2)) = (y1y2)−1(|z2|2 − |z1|2),

so that
sgn((e2, Cj)) = εj sgn(|zj |2 − |zj−1|2).

Since εjεj+1 = τj , see (6.4),

(6.8) sgn((e2, Cj)) sgn((e2, Cj+1)) = τj sgn(|zj |2−|zj−1|2) sgn(|zj+1|2−|zj |2).

Thus, the contribution of this term is determined by the turn made at zj
and whether the incoming and outgoing edges at this point are inward or
outward bound with respect to the origin in C, information that can be read
off immediately from the configuration Z = { z1, . . . , zN }.
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For the chain
Z = { z0, z1, . . . , zN−1 },

only left turns occur, i.e., τj = 1 for all j, and for 1 ≤ j ≤ N − 2 the incident
edges are both outbound, so these vertices contribute 2 − N to the sum. At
the vertices z0 and zN−1 the incident edges are have opposite directions and
so these two vertices contribute an additional +2, and w(C) = 4 −N .

Next let z′r = r + iT for T � 1 and r ∈ Z, and consider the chain

Z = { z0, . . . , zk−1, z
′
�−1, z

′
�−2, . . . , z

′
0 }, N = k + �.

Left turns are made at the vertices z0, . . . , zk−1, z
′
�−1 and z′0, and right turns

are made at the remaining vertices z′1, . . . , z′�−2. Thus, we require2 that � ≥ 2
is even. At the vertices z0 and z′�−1, the incident edges are have opposite
directions, so these contribute +2. At the vertices z1, . . . , zk−1, the incident
edges are both outbound resulting in a net contribution of 1− k to w(C). At
the vertex z′0 the incident edges are both inbound yielding a contribution of
−1. Finally, at the remaining vertices, z′1, . . . , z′�−2 where right turns occur,
the incident edges are both inbound, so these contribute �− 2. Hence w(C) =
�− k = N − 2k. Since k ≥ 1 and � ≥ 2 resulting range of values for w(C) is

{4 −N, 8 −N, . . . , N − 8, N − 4} for N even,(6.9)
{4 −N, 8 −N, . . . , N − 6, N − 2} for N odd.

Remark 6.5. Any quadratic space V of signature (m − 2, 2) for m ≥ 3
contains a subspace of signature (1, 2) and the N-gons just described can be
realized in D(V )+. Thus, all of the values in (6.9) occur in the general case.

We close the section with some additional explicit examples.
Consider for T > 1

C1 =
(
−1 1

1

)
= 1

2e1 − e2 −
1
2e3, C3 =

(
1 1

−1

)
= 1

2e1 + e2 −
1
2e3,

C2 =
(

T 2 + 1/4
1

)
=

T 2 − 3
4

2 e1 −
T 2 + 5

4
2 e3, C4 =

(
−1

−1

)
= e3.

These vectors satisfy the N -gon condition, and the corresponding vertices in
H+ are

z1 = 1
2 + Ti, z2 = −1

2 + Ti, z3 = −1
2 +

√
3

2 i, z4 = −1
2 +

√
3

2 i.

2Formally, for � = 0 we obtain the previous example.
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Note that c+C1
is the vertical geodesic x = 1

2 going up, c+X3
the one x = −1

2
going down, c+C2

is the half circle |z|2 = T 2 + 1/4 going anti-clockwise, and
c+4 the half circle |z| = 1 going clockwise. Hence γ(C) is the boundary of the
standard fundamental domain for SL2(Z) cut-off at height T (and connected
by the geodesic arc segment), and we can take ST (C) to be region enclosed
by γ(C). Further, note w(C) = 0 and hence

I(DX , ST (C)) := 1
4ε(X; C) = 1

4

4∑
j=1

sgn(X,Cj)sgn(X,Cj+1)

gives the intersection number I(DX , ST (C)) of the 0-cycle DX with the surface
ST (C), that is, I(DX , ST (C)) = 1 if DX lies in the interior of ST (C) and
I(DX , ST (C)) = 0 if DX lies outside ST (C).

We now fix the lattice L = {[a, b, c]; a, b, c ∈ Z} which is stabilized by
Γ = SL2(Z). Then

∫
ST (C)

θ(τ, ϕKM , L) = 1
4

4∑
j=1

∑
X∈L

E2(Cj , Cj+1, X
√

2)qQ(x)

is the modular completion of the∑
X∈L;Q(X)≥0

I(DX , ST (C))qQ(X).

Note for fixed n > 0, the quantity
∑

X∈L
Q(X)=n

I(DX , ST (C)) exactly counts twice

the number of CM points of discriminant −n in the standard fundamental
domain F for SL2(Z) below the geodesic defined by C2 (the factor 2 arises
from x and −x giving rise to the same CM point.) Thus, we can view the theta
integral as the modular completion for the generating series of “truncated”
class numbers.

It is natural to take the limit T → ∞. In fact, the first author considered
exactly the resulting theta integral over the non-compact domain F in his
PhD thesis written under the supervision of the second author. We have

Theorem 6.6. [3] [Zagier’s weight 3/2 Eisenstein series.] The theta series
θ(τ, ϕKM , L) is exponentially decaying as a differential form at all rational
cusps of H (but not term wise), and the theta integral

∫
F θ(τ, ϕKM , L) is

equal to Zagier’s weight 3/2 Eisenstein series [14, 7], i.e.,

2
∫
F
θ(τ, ϕKM , L) =

∑
n≥0

H(n)qn + v−1/2

16π
∑
n∈Z

β(4πn2v)q−n2
.
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Here H(n) denotes the Kronecker Hurwitz class number (with H(0) = −1/12)
and β(s) =

∫∞
1 e−stt−3/2dt.

Remark 6.7. Since limT→∞
1
T 2C2 = ( 0 1

0 0 ) we can view the limit process as
replacing C2 with the null vector u := ( 0 1

0 0 ). In fact, [2] in their treatment
allow the C ′s to be rationally null as well. It is hence suggestive to replace C2
with u and perform the same analysis as before. However, because of conver-
gence issues one needs to proceed carefully. In fact, the non-holomorphic tail
in Zagier’s series exactly arises from the failure of term wise convergence.

Nevertheless, in [6] it is shown that the theta series θ(τ, ϕKM ) extends to
a differential form on the Borel-Serre enlargement D of the symmetric space
D (which eg. for the upper half plane adds a real line to each rational cusp).
Then a pair of non-zero non-positive vectors Cj , Cj+1, rational if null, will
define a point zj in D. If the collection C satisfies the (analogous) N-gon
conditions then one can obtain a closed loop γ(C) in D as before and then a
region S(C) over which one can integrate the theta series. We will revisit this
case in the near future. Note that for signature (p, 1) we discussed the null
case in [4].

Now consider

C ′
1 =

(
−3/2 −5/2
−1 3/2

)
= −3

4e1 −
3
2e2 −

7
4e3, C ′

2 =
(

4
1

)
= 3

2e1 −
5
2e3,

C ′
3 =

(
3/2 −5/2
−1 −3/2

)
= −3

4e1 + 3
2e2 −

7
4e3, C ′

4 =
(

1
1

)
= −e3.

The associated geodesics intersect at the same four points as above (with
T =

√
15/2), however in a different configuration:

z1 = 1
2 +

√
15
2 i, z2 = −1

2 +
√

15
2 i, z3 = 1

2 +
√

3
2 i, z4 = −1

2 +
√

3
2 i.

Now γ1 is the geodesic “diagonal” connecting the lower left vertex −1
2 +

√
3

2 i

with the upper right one 1
2 +

√
15
2 i (in this direction) and γ3 is the other

diagonal connecting −1
2 +

√
15
2 i with 1

2 +
√

3
2 i. Of course γ1 and γ3 intersect

in the interior of the square, but this is not an issue. The geodesic γ2 is
the half circle |z| = 2 oriented counter-clockwise while γ4 connects 1

2 +
√

3
2 i

with −1
2 +

√
3

2 i on the unit circle. Note that while the geodesic associated
to C ′

4 is oriented clockwise, the geodesic arc segment γ4 corresponding to C ′
4

is oriented counter-clockwise. The reason is that [C ′
3, C

′
4] and [C ′

4, C
′
1] define

points on the upper half plane (and not [C ′
3,−C ′

4] and [−C ′
4, C

′
1]).
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The resulting curve γ(C′) defines a ‘butterfly’, and the corresponding sur-
face S(C′) is in fact the union of two oriented triangles,

S(C) = S(C ′
1, C

′
2, C

′
3) − S(−C ′

3,−C ′
1, C

′
4).

We has as before w(C′) = 0 and hence

I0(x, C′) = 1
4

4∑
j=1

E2(C ′
j , C

′
j+1;x).

Considering the two triangles separately we obtain (now one has w = 1 each)
one obtain the same. Note that the formula

I(Dx, S(C′)) = 1
4

4∑
j=1

sgn(x,Cj)sgn(x,Cj+1)

is still valid: It gives 1 in the upper triangle, −1 in the lower (opposite orien-
tation!), and 0 outside both.

7. A general result

The methods developed above can be applied in a rather more general situa-
tion.

Suppose that V = L ⊗Z R has signature (p, q) with q ≥ 2 and let D be
the space of oriented negative q-planes in V . Fix a base point z0 ∈ D+ where
D+ is one component of D. Let I = [0, 1]. Suppose that

γ : (Iq−1, ∂Iq−1) −→ (D, z0)

is piecewise smooth map, where the notation means that γ : Iq−1 −→ D+ is
a piecewise smooth map with γ(∂Iq−1) = z0. Since D+ is contractible, there
exists a homotopy

ρ : Iq −→ D+

such that
ρ | Iq−1 × 0 = γ, ρ(Iq−1 × {1}) = z0.

We can assume that ρ is also piecewise smooth and thus, viewing ρ as a
q-chain, we can define

I0(x; γ) =
∫
Iq
ρ∗ϕ0

KM (x).
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Since ϕ0
KM (x) is closed, this integral does not depend on the choice of ρ. It

defines a continuous function of x ∈ V .
Let Dx be defined as in (2.1). For x �= 0, Dx is empty if (x, x) ≤ 0

and is a total geodesic subsymmetric space of codimension q if (x, x) > 0.
When (x, x) > 0, there is a fibration pr : D −→ Dx where, for z1 ∈ D1, the
fiber pr−1(z1) = D∨

x,z1 is the subsymmetric space associated to the subspace
V ∨
x,z1 = z1 + Rx of V of signature (1, q). The space D+ −D+

x is then a fiber
bundle over D+

x with fibers D∨
x,z1 − {z1}. Also

πq−1(D+ −D+
x , z0) = Z

with generator given by a (suitably oriented) sphere Sx,z1 in D∨
x,z1 − {z1} for

z1 = pr(z0) ∈ D+
x .

We say that x is regular with respect to γ is Dx ∩ γ(Iq−1) is empty. For
x �= 0, this is always the case when (x, x) ≤ 0. If (x, x) > 0 and x is regular
with respect to γ, then z0 /∈ Dx and

γ : (Iq−1, ∂Iq−1) −→ (D+ −D+
x , z0).

Then γ is homotopic to a multiple k · Sx,z1 of the generator for πq−1(D+ −
D+

x , z0). We may suppose that there is a piecewise smooth q-chain h in D+−
D+

x such that
∂h = γ − k · Sx,z1 .

Thus, if Bx,z1 is the closed disk in D∨
x,z1 with boundary Sx,z1 , we can take the

q-chain
S = h + k ·Bx,z1

in the definition of I0(x; γ).
Recall that there is a q − 1-form Ψ0

KM (x) such that

ϕ0
KM (x) = dΨ0

KM (x)

and the properties of Ψ0
KM (x) used in the arguments above hold in general.

Let
Φ(x; γ) = lim

r→∞
I0(rx; γ),

and if x is regular with respect to γ, let

J0(x; γ) =
∫
Iq−1

γ∗Ψ0
KM (x).
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Note that
lim
r→∞

J0(rx; γ) = 0.

Also, we have

Φ(x; γ) = lim
r→∞

I0(rx; γ)

= lim
r→∞

( ∫
h
ϕ0
KM (rx) + k ·

∫
Bx,z1

ϕ0
KM (rx)

)

= k ·
∫
D∨

x,z1

ϕ0
KM (rx)

= k · ε(x) 2−
q
2−1

by Proposition 6.2 of [10], where the sign ε(x) depends on choices of orien-
tations which we will not make explicit here. When q is even, ε(x) = 1. Also
note that the integral in [10] is twice ours, since we are integrating over one
of the two connected components.

Arguing as before, we obtain the following.

Proposition 7.1. (i) If Φ(x; γ) �= 0 then Dx∩S is non-empty for any choice
of S.
(ii) If x is regular with respect to γ, then Φ(x; γ) is an integer and

[γ] = ε(X) Φ(x; γ) · [Sx,z1 ] ∈ πq−1(D+ −D+
x , z0).

(iii) If x is regular with respect to γ, then

I0(x; γ) = Φ(x; γ) + J0(x; γ).

At this level of generality, we do not have an explicit expression for
J0(x; γ) like that in Proposition 4.3. The following assumption allows us to
continue the argument.

Assumption A. Suppose that, for x regular with respect to γ,

(7.1) J0(x; γ) = E(x; γ) −D(x; γ),

where E(x; γ) extends to a continuous function of x ∈ V and D(x; γ) is valued
in 1

MZ for some integer M ≥ 1.

Then, the difference

Φ(x; γ) −D(x; γ) = I0(x; γ) − E(x; γ)
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takes values in a discrete set for x regular, but also extends to a continuous
function on V , hence is a constant

c(γ) = Φ(x; γ) −D(x; γ) = −D(v; γ),

for any negative vector v in V . We obtain

I0(x; γ) = E(x; γ) + c(γ)

and
Φ(x; γ) = D(x; γ) −D(v; γ).

One more piece of information is needed.

Assumption B. Suppose that |D(x; γ)| ≤ B for some constant B.

Under these assumptions, we obtain convergence and completion.
(1) The series

(7.2) ϑμ(τ ; γ) =
∑

x∈μ+L

Φ(x; γ) qQ(x)

is termwise absolutely convergent. For terms in the series with x regular with
respect to γ, the coefficients are generalized linking numbers.
(2) The modular completion of ϑμ(τ ; γ) is given by

ϑ̂μ(τ ; γ) =
∑

x∈μ+L

(E(v
1
2x; γ) + c(γ) ) qQ(x)(7.3)

= ϑμ(τ ; γ) +
∑

x∈μ+L

(E(v
1
2x; γ) −D(v

1
2x; γ) ) qQ(x).

The modularity of this completion follows from the identity

ϑ̂μ(τ ; γ) =
∫
S
θμ(τ, ϕKM ).

Remark. In all cases handled so far, an explicit formula for J0(x; γ) confirm-
ing Assumptions A and B was obtained inductively. The induction depends
on the fact that the ‘faces’ of γ lie in subsymmetric spaces of the form

D′
y = {z ∈ D | y ∈ z }

for negative vectors y associated to the subspaces y⊥ of V of signature (p, q−
1). Examples for this were given in [5] where we discussed the cases when
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the collection C gives to geodesic q-‘cubes’ respectively q-simplices in the
symmetric space D. It would be very interesting to see if further examples
can be obtained without this inductive structure.

8. The dodecahedron

In this section, we consider an example for which explicit formulas can again
be obtained inductively, beginning with the result above on the 5-gon.

Let V be a quadratic over Q with sig(V ) = (m − 3, 3). For a negative
vector y, the space Vy = y⊥ has sig(Vy) = (m−3, 2) and a collection of vectors
in Vy satisfying the 5-gon conditions determine a 5-gon in D(Vy). The idea
now is to construct a dodecahedron in D(V ) with such 5-gons as its faces.

Let
Cdod = {C0, . . . , C11 }

be a collection of negative vectors in V . Let Vj = C⊥
j and D′

j = D(Vj) ⊂
D(V ). The faces of the dodecahedron will be 5-gons in the spaces D′

j deter-
mined by the projections to Vj of suitable ordered subsets of C that we now
describe.

We label the faces of a dodecahedron by elements j in Z/12Z. Choose
an initial face F0 (the ‘top’) labeled 0. Label the 5 adjacent faces F1, F2, F3,
F4, F5, clockwise with respect to the outward normal. Define an involution of
Z/12Z by a �→ ā = −(a + 1). Faces occur in antipodal pairs and we require
that the labels of such a pair are a and ā. The numbering of the faces is then
determined. In particular, the ‘bottom’ face, opposite to the ‘top’ F0, will be
F0̄ = F11. The cycle of faces adjacent to the top (resp. bottom) face will be
numbered

F(0) = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5),

and
F(0̄) = (5̄, 4̄, 3̄, 2̄, 1̄).

Note that the order is clockwise with respect to the outward normal in both
cases. The cycles for the remaining faces are

F(1) = (0, 5, 3̄, 4̄, 2) F(1̄) = (0̄, 2̄, 4, 3, 5̄)
F(2) = (0, 1, 4̄, 5̄, 3) F(2̄) = (0̄, 3̄, 5, 4, 1̄)
F(3) = (0, 2, 5̄, 1̄, 4) F(3̄) = (0̄, 4̄, 1, 5, 2̄)
F(4) = (0, 3, 1̄, 2̄, 5) F(4̄) = (0̄, 5̄, 2, 1, 3̄)
F(5) = (0, 4, 2̄, 3̄, 1) F(5̄) = (0̄, 1̄, 3, 2, 4̄).
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Here the cycle F(j̄) is obtained from F(j) by taking ¯ and reversing the
order. The face Fj is adjacent to Fi if and only if j ∈ F(i), and, in that case,
the cycle F(j) is obtained from F(i) = (a, j, b, u, v) by the recipe:

(8.1) F(i) = (a, j, b, u, v) �→ (b, i, a, ū, v̄) = F(j).

For example,

F(4) = (2̄, 5, 0, 3, 1̄) �→ (0, 4, 2̄, 3̄, 1) = F(5).

The recipe (8.1) shows that, if Fi and Fj are adjacent, the sets F(i) and F(j)
share precisely 2 elements, say a and b, so that F(i) contains the subsequence
(a, j, b), and F(j) contains the subsequence (b, i, a).

Each vertex is incident to a triple of faces, which we list clockwise with
respect to the outward normal. The 5 vertices of a face Fi correspond to suc-
cessive pairs of elements in F(i), and, if (u, v) is such a pair, the corresponding
vertex is labeled [i, u, v]. If the faces Fi and Fj are adjacent, then they share
vertices [i, a, j] = [j, i, a] and [j, b, i] = [i, j, b].

Recall that an ordered 5-tuple of vectors (v1, v2, v3, v4, v5) in an inner
product space W of signature (p, 2) is said to satisfy the 5-gon conditions
if

(vj , vj) < 0
(vj , vj)(vj+1, vj+1) − (vj , vj+1)2 > 0(8.2)

(vj , vj)(vj−1, vj+1) − (vj , vj−1)(vj , vj+1) < 0.

We write

Pj : V −→ Vj , Pjv = v − (v, Cj)
(Cj , Cj)

Cj

for the orthogonal projection to Vj = C⊥
j .

We say that a collection Cdod = {Cj }j∈Z/12Z satisfies the dodecahedron
conditions if, for each i ∈ Z/12Z, the ordered 5-tuple of vectors

(8.3) R(i) = (PiCj)j∈F(i) = (R(i)1,R(i)2,R(i)3,R(i)4,R(i)5)

satisfies the 5-gon conditions (8.2). Here the ordering in (8.3) is given by the
ordering in F(i) so that, for example, for F2̄ the 5-tuple in V2̄ is

R(2̄) = (P2̄C0̄, P2̄C3̄, P2̄C5, P2̄C4, P2̄C1̄).
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If Cdod is such a collection, then each 5-tuple (8.3) defines a 5-gon γ(i) in the
space D(Vi) where we recall that sig(Vi) = (m− 3, 2).

More explicitly, suppose that j ∈ F(i) and write F(i) = (a, j, b, c, d). Note
that the orthogonal complement in Vi of the vector PiCj is precisely3 Vi ∩Vj .
Let

Qi
j : Vi −→ Vi ∩ Vj Qi

jv = v − (v, PiCj)
(PiCj , PiCj)

PiCj .

Define the path γ(i)j by γ(i)j : [0, 1] −→ D(V ),

s �→ [Ci, PiCj , (s− 1)Qi
j(PiCa) + sQi

j(PiCb)] = [Ci, Cj , (s− 1)Ca + sCb].

Here note that, by the 5-gon condition, [PiCj , (s−1)Qi
j(PiCa)+sQi

j(PiCb)] is
an oriented negative 2-plane in Vi and hence γ(i)j(s) is an oriented negative
3-plane in V . The endpoints of this path are

γ(i)j(0) = [Cj , Ci, Ca]

and
γ(i)j(1) = [Ci, Cj , Cb],

oriented negative 3-planes in the same component of D(V ). Then the 5-gon
γ(i) is the sum of paths γ(i)j given by this recipe as j runs over F(i).

Now suppose that F (i) and F (j) are adjacent faces with F(i) =
(a, j, b, c, d) and F(j) = (b, i, a, c̄, d̄). The 5-gon γ(j) in D(Vj) includes a
segment

γ(j)i(s) = [Cj , PiCi, (s−1)Qj
i (PjCb)+sQj

i (PjCa)] = [Cj , Ci, (s−1)Cb+sCa].

Writing
γ(j)i(s) = [Ci, Cj ,−sCa + (1 − s)Cb]

we see that
γ(j)i(s) = γ(i)j(1 − s),

i.e., these two ‘edges’ coincide, with opposite parametrization.
Thus, we have proved the following result.

Proposition 8.1. Suppose that a collection Cdod satisfies the dodecahedral
conditions.
(i) The 5-gons in the D(Vi)’s associated to the collections (PiCj)j∈F(i) all lie
in the same component of D(V ). Denote this component by D(V )+.

3If v ∈ Vi, then (v, PiCj) = (v, Cj).
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(ii) For each i, let S(i) be an oriented 2-cell in D(Vi)+ with ∂S(i) = γ(i).
Then the 2-chain

S(Cdod) =
11∑
i=0

S(i)

in D(V )+ has ∂S(Cdod) = 0.

Corollary 8.2. There is an oriented 3-chain Ddod in D(V )+ with ∂Ddod =
S(Cdod).

We may then define a function of x ∈ V by

I0(x; Cdod) =
∫
Ddod

ϕ0
KM (x).

Once the 2-cells S(i) have been chosen, I0(x; Cdod) does not depend on the
choice of the 3-chain Ddod. In fact, we will see that there is also no dependence
on the 2-cells S(i) in D(Vi).

The regular set is

Reg(Cdod) = { x ∈ V | (x,Cj) �= 0, ∀j }.

If x is regular, the 5-gons γ(i) and the 2-cells S(i) lie in D(V ) − Dx, since
they lie in the subsymmetric spaces D(Vi) ↪→ D(V ), where the embedding is
given by ζ �→ [Ci, ζ].

Recall that, on the set D(V ) −Dx,

ϕ0
KM (x) = dΨ0

KM (x),

for an explicit 2-form Ψ0
KM (x) on D. For x is regular with respect to Cdod,

let
J0(x; Cdod) :=

∫
S(Cdod)

Ψ0
KM (x).

As before, an inductive calculation yields the following.

Proposition 8.3. For x regular with respect to Cdod,

J0(x; Cdod) = 1
8
∑
ν

E3(ν, x
√

2) − sgn(x;ν)

+ 1
8

∑
i∈Z/12Z

w(R(i))
(

E1(Ci;x
√

2) − sgn((x,Ci))
)

where ν runs over the vertices of the dodecahedron and where, with R(i) given
by (8.3),
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w(R(i)) = −
5∑

�=1
sgn((vi,R(i)�)) sgn((vi,R(i)�+1))

for any negative vector v ∈ Vi.

Proof. Using the formulas from [5], we have
∫
S(Cdod)

Ψ0
KM (x) =

∑
i

∫
S(i)

Ψ0
KM (x)

= −
∑
i

√
2 (x,Ci)

∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,Ci)2

∫
S(i)

ϕ
Vj ,0
KM (tx⊥Ci) dt

= −
∑
i

√
2 (x,Ci)

∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,Ci)2I0(tx⊥Ci ;R(j)) dt

= −1
4
∑
i

(
√

2x,Ci)
∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,Ci)2

×
[
w(R(i)) +

5∑
�=1

E2(R(i)�,R(i)�+1, tx⊥Ci

√
2)
]
dt.

Here in the first step we use the relation of Corollary 6.3,

κ∗
jΨ0

KM (x) = −
√

2 (x,Cj)
∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,Cj)2ϕ

Vj ,0
KM (tx⊥Cj ) dt,

To apply the induction identity, we regroup the 60 terms in the last ex-
pression in 3’s according to the vertices. For example, the vertex [0, 1, 2] is
shared by the faces F0, F1 and F2. The corresponding 5-gon data are

R(0) = ( P0C1, P0C2, P0C3, P0C4, P0C5 )
R(1) = ( P1C0, P1C5, P1C3̄, P1C4̄, P1C2 )
R(2) = ( P2C0, P2C1, P2C4̄, P2P5̄, P2C3 ).

We collect a term from each of the groups i = 0, 1 and 2 amounting to the
contribution

− 1
4 (

√
2 x,C0)

∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,C0))2 E2(P0C1, P0C2, tx⊥C0

√
2) dt

− 1
4 (

√
2 x,C1)

∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,C1))2 E2(P1C0, P1C2, tx⊥C1

√
2) dt

− 1
4 (

√
2 x,C2)

∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,C2))2 E2(P2C0, P2C1, tx⊥C0

√
2) dt,
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where, in the second line, we have employed the symmetry E2(c1, c2;x) =
E2(c2, c1;x) of the generalized error function. By the recursion formula of
Proposition 7.3 of [5], this contribution is

1
8

(
E3(C0, C1, C2;x

√
2) − sgn((x,C0)) sgn((x,C1)) sgn((x,C2))

)
.

Thus, the total contribution of such terms is

1
8
∑
ν

E3(ν, x
√

2) − sgn(x;ν),

where the sum runs over the triples of vectors associated to the vertices of
Ddod.

The remaining contribution is

−1
4
∑
i

w(R(i))
√

2 (x,Ci)
∫ ∞

1
e−2πt2(x,Ci)2 dt

= 1
8
∑
i

w(R(i))
(
E1(Ci;x

√
2) − sgn((x,Ci))

)
.

where w(R(i)) is as in the proposition.

Now the topological argument of the previous section can be applied.
The resulting modularity statement for the dodecahedron is summarized as
follows.

Theorem 8.4. Suppose sig(V ) = (m− 3, 3) and let Cdod = {C0, . . . , C11 } be
a collection of negative vectors in V satisfying the dodecahedron conditions.
Let

Φ(x; Cdod) = D(x; Cdod) −D(v; Cdod),

where v is any negative vector in V and

D(x; Cdod) = −1
8
∑
ν

sgn(x;ν) − 1
8

∑
i∈Z/12Z

w(R(i)) sgn((x,Ci)).

Here ν runs over the triples of vectors associated to the vertices of Ddod, and
for the ‘face cycle’ F(i) = { j1, j2, j3, j4, j5 }, and collection

R(i) = {PiCj1 , PiCj2 , PiCj3 , PiCj4 , PiCj5 }
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of negative vectors in Vi = C⊥
i associated to the ith face,

w(R(i)) = −
5∑

�=1
sgn((vi, Cj�)) sgn((vi, Cj�+1)),

where vi is any negative vector in Vi. Let

E(x; Cdod) = 1
8
∑
ν

E3(ν, x
√

2) + 1
8

∑
i∈Z/12Z

w(R(i))E1(Ci;x
√

2).

(i) The integral I0(x; Cdod) is given by

I0(x; Cdod) = E(x; Cdod) −D(v; Cdod)

for any negative vector v in V . In particular, the integral depends only on the
collection Cdod and not on the choice of the faces surfaces S(i) in D′

Ci
.

(ii) For a lattice L ⊂ L∨ ⊂ V , the series

(8.4) ϑμ(τ ; Cdod) =
∑

x∈μ+L

Φ(x; Cdod) qQ(x)

is termwise absolutely convergent and defines a mock modular form of weight
1
2m with completion

ϑ̂μ(τ ; Cdod) =
∑

x∈μ+L

(E(v
1
2x; Cdod) −D(v; Cdod) ) qQ(x)(8.5)

= ϑμ(τ ; Cdod) +
∑

x∈μ+L

(E(v
1
2x; Cdod) −D(x; Cdod) ) qQ(x).

The modularity of this completion follows from the identity

ϑ̂μ(τ ; Cdod) =
∫
Ddod

θμ(τ, ϕKM ).

Remark 8.5. (i) It is probably difficult to prove the absolute convergence of
(8.4) directly from the set of inequalities imposed by the dodecahedral con-
ditions, a collection 5-gon conditions on each of the 12 sets of projections
R(i).
(ii) Of course, we do not know whether or not such dodecahedrons could arise
in the context of [2]. For us the main point is to provide an example in which
the method of section 7 can be made to yield an explicit formula. The cube
and tetrahedron were handled in [5]. The octahedron should be similar but
simpler while the icosahedron will require a bit more work.
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Remark 8.6. It is a natural question to consider the action of the lowering
operator L = −2iv2 ∂

∂τ̄ on ϑ̂μ(τ ; Cdod). We do not discuss this here in detail
but refer to [5], Section 9 for the consideration of very similar cases. Basi-
cally, if the collection Cdod is rational then Lϑ̂μ(τ ; Cdod) splits into a linear
combination (of the complex conjugate) of weight 3/2 unary theta series times
the indefinite theta integrals over the faces of Ddod of signature (m− 3, 2).

A supply of collections satisfying the dodecahedron conditions is provided
by a ‘seed’ construction. Fix an oriented negative 3-plane z0 with properly
oriented orthonormal basis u0, u1, u2 so that z0 � R3 with the negative of
the standard Euclidean inner product. For a regular dodecahedron D in R3,
centered at the origin, let Cdod

0 = { c0, . . . , c11 } be the images in z0 of the
outward unit normal vectors to the faces, numbered as described above. In
particular, cr̄ = −cr. It is then easily checked, using SO(3) equivariance and
the transitivity of the symmetry group of the regular dodecahedron on faces,
edges and vertices, that the collection Cdod

0 satisfies the dodecahedron con-
ditions. Of course, the associated ‘dodecahedron’ in D = D(V ) degenerates
to the point z0. For a positive vector v0 in z⊥0 and t = (t0, . . . , t11) ∈ R12,
let

Cdod
t = Cdod

0 + tv0.

Since the dodecahedron conditions define an open subset of V 12, these con-
ditions are still satisfied by Cdod

t for t small. It remains to show that we can
take t so that the 20 vertices determined by Cdod

t are distinct. But the coin-
cidence of any two of these 3-planes amounts to non-trivial linear conditions
on the components of t, so the vertices will be distinct for an open set of
t’s.

We leave aside the following problem. Let V 12
dod be the set of collection

Cdod satisfying the dodecahedral conditions, and let (V 12
dod)0 be the subset

of collection for which the associated 20 vertices are distinct. The problem
is to write down additional conditions defining (V 12

dod)0 and to determine its
connected components. Is there a nice characterization of the geometry of the
dodecahedra associated to the different4 components?
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